In this work single capacitor paradox (a variation of the remarkable two capacitor paradox) is considered in a new, quantum discrete form. Simply speaking we consider well-known usual, photoelectric effect experimental device, i.e. photo electric cell, where cathode and anode are equivalently charged but non-connected. It, obviously, represents a capacitor that initially, i.e. before action of the photons with individual energy equivalent to work function, holds corresponding energy of the electrical fields between cathode and anode. Further, we direct quantum discretely photons, one by one, toward cathode where according to photoelectrical effect electrons discretely, one by one, will be emitted and directed toward anode. It causes discrete discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor and discrete decrease of the electrical field. Finally, total discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor, and total disappearance of the electrical field and its energy will occur. Given, seemingly paradoxical, capacitor total energy loss can be simply explained without any dissipative effects (Joule heating or electromagnetic waves emission can be neglected as high order small corrections) by work done by the electrical field by movement of the electrons from cathode to anode. (Remarkable two capacitors paradox can be, obviously, formulated and explained in the completely analogous way.)
As it is well-known remarkable two-capacitors paradox, formulated and considered in many textbooks and articles on the basic principles and applications of the electronic and electrodynamics [1] - [7] , states the following. Consider an ideal (without any electrical resistance and inductivity) electrical circuit with first, initially charged, and second, initially non-charged, of two identical capacitors. In given circuit, by transition from initial, open state (switch OFF state) in the closed state (switch ON state), an unexpected, mysterious loss of the half of initial energy of electrical fields within capacitors occurs. Different authors [4] - [7] suggest that given energy loss is realized by different dissipative processes (Joule heating or/and electromagnetic waves emissions) realized by non-neglectable residual electric resistances and inductivities in realistic circuits.
In this work single capacitor paradox (a variation of the remarkable two capacitor paradox) will be considered in a new, discrete form. Simply speaking we shall consider well-known usual, photoelectric effect experimental device, i.e. photo electric cell, where cathode and anode are equivalently charged but non-connected. It, obviously, represents a capacitor that initially, i.e. before action of the photons with individual energy equivalent to work function, holds corresponding energy of the electrical fields between cathode and anode. Further, we shall direct quantum discretely photons, one by one, toward cathode where according to photo-electrical effect electrons discretely, one by one, will be emitted and directed toward anode. It causes discrete discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor and discrete decrease of the electrical field. Finally, total discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor, and total disappearance of the electrical field and its energy will occur. Given, seemingly paradoxical, total energy loss can be simply explained without any dissipative effects (Joule heating or electromagnetic waves emission can be neglected as high order small corrections) by work done by the electrical field by movement of the electrons from cathode to anode. (Remarkable two capacitors paradox can be, obviously, formulated and explained in the completely analogous way.)
Consider well-known usual, photoelectric effect experimental device, i.e. photo-electric cell, where cathode and anode are non-connected and equivalently charged by Q = Ne charge (which, of course, means that cathode holds N electrons, while at the anode N electrons are missing.) Obviously, given cell can be considered as a charged capacitor with some constant capacity C and
Electric field of the capacitor holds initially, before any action of the light at the cathode, the following energy
Further, we shall direct quantum discretely photons, one by one, from an external source toward cathode where according to photo-electrical effect electrons discretely, one by one, will be emitted and directed toward anode. It causes discrete discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor and discrete decrease of the electrical field. Finally, total discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor, and total disappearance of the electrical field and its energy will occur. Then, energy of the electric field within cell, i.e. capacitor becomes zero, i.e.
In this way there is the following energy difference, i.e. diminishing between the initial and final state of given cell, i.e. capacitor
It seems as a paradoxical total energy loss. Consider now energy decrease of the electrical field of photo cell, i.e. capacitor more accurately. By photo emission of the first electron, total energy of the photon is compensated by work function. It implies that first photo electron obtains finally kinetic energy by electrical field only and this energy equals eV. We shall consider only such "idealized" cases when given kinetic energy is much smaller than working function. In given cases really existing dissipative processes can be neglected as high order small corrections.
When given electron interact with anode it yields its kinetic energy to anode and becomes captured. It causes diminishing of the charge of initial capacitor for e so that final capacitor holds charge (N − 1)e, voltage (N − 1)e/C and electrical field energy
It implies that diminishing of the energy of the electric field equals
corresponds to work eV done by electrical field by movement of the one electron from one in the other capacitor plate, i.e. from cathode to anode. Simple induction implies that total work, done by discretely diminishing of the electric field energy by moving of all N electrons from cathode to anode, equals
In this way we obtain very simple and reasonable solution of given quantum discrete, single capacitor paradox in the completely ideal (without any electrical resistance or inductivity) electrical circuit. (More precisely we shall consider that really existing resistance and inductivities yield only high order corrections which here can be neglected.)
In conclusion, the following can be shortly repeated and pointed out. Simply speaking we consider well-known usual, photo-electric effect experimental device, i.e. photo-electric cell, where cathode and anode are equivalently charged but non-connected. It, obviously, represents a capacitor that initially, i.e. before action of the photons with individual energy equivalent to work function, holds corresponding energy of the electrical fields between cathode and anode. Further, we direct quantum discretely photons, one by one, toward cathode where according to photoelectric effect electrons discretely, one by one, become emitted and directed toward anode. It causes discrete discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor and discrete decrease of the electrical field. Finally, total discharge of the cell, i.e. capacitor, and total disappearance of the electrical field and its energy will occur. Given, seemingly paradoxical, capacitor total energy loss can be simply explained without any dissipative effects (Joule heating or electromagnetic waves emission can be neglected as high order small corrections) by work done by the electrical field by movement of the electrons from cathode to anode. (Remarkable two capacitors paradox can be, obviously, formulated and explained in the completely analogous way.)
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